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Abstract
In this paper, we introduce a new sum, analogous to Cochrane sums, and use
elementary and analytic methods to study the hybrid mean value problem involving
this sum and Kloosterman sums, and we give an interesting asymptotic formula for it.
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1 Introduction

















x – [x] –  , if x is not an integer;
, if x is an integer,
a is deﬁned by aa ≡  mod q, and∑′qa= denotes the summation over all  ≤ a ≤ q such
that (a,q) = .
This sum was introduced by Professor Todd Cochrane, and it has been studied by many
authors, and one obtained many interesting results. Related works can be found in [–]
and [–]. For example, Zhang [] studied the hybridmean value properties of Cochrane




















denotes the Kloosterman sum, and e(y) = eπ iy.
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Now for any odd prime p >  and integer h with (h,q) = , we deﬁne another sum analo-











The main purpose of this paper is using elementary and analytic methods to study
the hybrid mean value problem involving C(h,p) and the Kloosterman sum and give an
asymptotic formula for it. That is, we shall prove the following.
Theorem Let p be an odd prime. Then we have the asymptotic formula
p–∑
h=














is still an open problem.
2 Several lemmas
In this section, we shall give several lemmas, which are necessary in the proof of our the-
orem. Hereinafter, we shall use many properties of Gauss sums; all of these can be found
in reference [], so they will not be repeated here. First we have the following.






χ (a)τ (χ )L(,χ ),
where χ runs through the Dirichlet characters modp with χ (–) = –, and τ (χ ) =∑p–
a= χ (a)e( ap ) denotes the classical Gauss sum corresponding to χ .
Proof See reference []. 
























χ (h)τ (χ )τ (χχ)L(,χ )L(,χχ), if p≡  mod ;
, if p≡  mod ,
where χ = ( ∗p ) denotes the Legendre symbol.
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= χ (h) p
( p–∑
b=















χ (p – b)(p – b) =
p–∑
b=














χ (b)b = .








If χ is an odd character modp and p≡  mod . Let χ = ( ∗p ) denote the Legendre symbol,
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If χ is an odd character modp and p ≡  mod , then χχ must be an odd character






























χ (b)b = i
π
χ (h)τ (χ )L(,χ ). ()













































χ (h)τ (χ )τ (χχ)L(,χ )L(,χχ), if p≡  mod ;
, if p≡  mod .
This proves Lemma . 











Proof For any non-principal character χ mod p, applying Abel’s identity (see Theorem.










where d(n) denotes the divisor function, and A(y,χ ) =
∑
p<n≤y χ (n)d(n).




∣∣A(y,χ )∣∣  yφ(p). ()
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where we have used the estimate d(n) exp( (+) lnnln lnn ),  >  is any ﬁxed real number. This
proves Lemma . 






































































This proves Lemma . 
3 Proof of the theorem
In this section, we shall use the lemmas to complete the proof of our theorem. For any
prime p > , note that the identities
p–∑
h=



















= τ (χ )































χ (h)K (h, ;p)τ (χ )L(,χ )






χ (h)K (h, ;p)τ (χ )τ (χχ)(,χ )(,χχ)




τ (χ )τ (χ )L(,χ )




τ (χ )τ (χ )τ (χχ)L(,χ )L(,χχ)












Note that |τ (χ)| =√p and that we have the identity


























χ (a)χ(a + ), ()
so from Lemma  we have∣∣∣∣ ∑
χ mod p
χ (–)=–









χ (a)χ(a + )L(,χ )L(,χχ)
∣∣∣∣∣

















Combining (), (), and Lemma  we can deduce the asymptotic formula
p–∑
h=










If p ≡  mod , then from Lemma  we know that C(h,p) = C(h,p), so from Lemma 
and the method of proving () we also have
p–∑
h=









= – π · p
 +O
(





Now the theorem follows from the asymptotic formulas () and ().
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